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Edexcel and BTEC Qualificat ions 

Edexcel and BTEC qualifications come from Pearson, the world’s leading learning 

company. We provide a wide range of qualifications including academic, vocational, 

occupational and specific programmes for employers. For further information visit our 

qualifications websites at www.edexcel.com or www.btec.co.uk for our BTEC 

qualifications.  

Alternatively, you can get in touch with us using the details on our contact us page at 

www.edexcel.com/contactus. 

If you have any subject specific questions about this specification that require the help 

of a subject specialist, you can speak directly to the subject team at Pearson. 

Their contact details can be found on this link: www.edexcel.com/teachingservices.  

You can also use our online Ask the Expert service at www.edexcel.com/ask. You will 

need an Edexcel username and password to access this service. See the ResultsPlus 

section below on how to get these details if you don’t have them already. 

 

 

Giving you insight  to inform  next  steps 

ResultsPlus is Edexcel’s free online service giving instant and detailed analysis of your 

students’ exam results. 

● See students’ scores for every exam question 

● Understand how your students’ performance compares with class and Edexcel 

national averages 

● Identify potential topics, skills and types of question where students may need to 

develop their learning further.  

For more information on ResultsPlus, or to log in, visit www.edexcel.com/resultsplus. 

Your exams officer will be able to set up your ResultsPlus account in minutes using 

Edexcel Online.  
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Our aim is to help everyone progress in their lives through education. We believe in 

every kind of learning, for all kinds of people, wherever they are in the world. We’ve 

been involved in education for over 150 years, and by working across 70 countries, in 

100 languages, we have built an international reputation for raising achievement 

through innovation in education. Find out more about how we can help you and your 

students at: www.pearson.com/uk. 
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I nt roduct ion 

This is a calculator paper. It was evident from some work that candidates were 

attempting the paper without the aid of a calculator. This is not advisable, since 

calculation errors will cost marks. 

Many candidates were able to make inroads into some of the unstructured questions, 

while still gaining marks on questions of a more traditional style. 

Many able candidates lost marks in the easier questions in the first half of the paper, 

due to careless errors being made. To gain the highest marks, candidates had to 

demonstrate high order thinking skills in a range of questions, not just in questions 

towards the second half of the paper. 

The inclusion of working out to support answers remains an issue for many 

candidates. 
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Report  on individual quest ions 

Quest ion 1  

This question was extremely well done; the most common method was price divided 

by kg, though many candidates used the fact that the large box was twice the weight 

of the small box and compared £8.40 with £8.68. Each season sees an improvement 

in the statements being given, but some candidates still miss these out or interpret 

their own figures incorrectly. 

Quest ion 2  

This question was done well by the majority. A minority did not gain the mark for a 

correct monetary answer, leaving their value without any indication of £s or pence. 

The most common incorrect solution came from (7 × 8)2. 

Quest ion 3  

This was another question that usually gained full marks with arcs accurately drawn 

and shading correct. Only those who did not understand that an arc was required 

failed to score any marks. A few candidates shaded inside the arc and it was evident 

that a few did not use a compass. 

Quest ion 4  

This question also offered full marks to most. In part (a), some candidates failed to 

include the 0, or added −4 or 2 to their list of numbers. In part (b), weaker 

candidates often interchanged the signs. Some candidates offered a list of integers 

perhaps not recognising the change in requirement from part (a) to part (b). Not all 

candidates included a variable with their inequalities. 

Quest ion 5  

It is disappointing to see that a large number of candidates chose to use the wrong 

formula, in this case the area of a circle formula, attracting no marks. There were 

some who lost marks by using the diameter and others who gave a rounded 

(inaccurate) answer without showing any supportive evidence of working. 

Quest ion 6  

This whole question was very well answered by the vast majority of candidates. In 

part (a), most candidates calculated the correct missing values; only a few weaker 

candidates got −5 instead of 5 for y when x = −3. 

In part (b), the vast majority of candidates gained full marks for a good curve. Only a 

few used straight line segments, which prevented them from gaining full marks. 

Overall the quality of graph drawing was an improvement on previous years. 
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Quest ion 7  

Many candidates failed to give one of the necessary requirements for an enlargement, 

most commonly omitting the centre of enlargement. Centres should make candidates 

aware that any use of combined transformations will not entitle them to any marks. It 

should also be stressed that coordinates should be written correctly and not as a 

column vector. 

Quest ion 8  

It was important in this question to set out all working clearly to attract the maximum 

possible marks. The majority calculated 7.5% correctly but often converted 
9

7
 to an 

inaccurate decimal, which spoilt the rest of the working. 

There were a significant amount of candidates who gained three marks but then 

clearly did not understand what they had found, and concluded incorrectly. 

Quest ion 9  

Part (a) was answered accurately even though rounding was poor. As long as the 

correct decimal was shown, full marks were gained. A significant minority showed no 

interim calculation and only wrote 0.88 on the answer line, so they failed to score any 

marks.  

Part (b) rarely attracted any marks, since candidates multiplied by 1002 or just 1000, 

or performed a division. 

Quest ion 1 0  

This was a successful question for many. There have been great improvements in the 

quality of answers offered for this type of question over the years. The vast majority 

of candidates are now gaining at least three marks. It is pleasing to see that 

candidates show the results of each trial to some degree of accuracy and that in the 

main a trial to two decimal places assists them in gaining full marks. Weaker 

candidates continue to omit this ‘extra’ trial and write the result of a trial on the 

answer line rather than the value of x.  

Quest ion 1 1  

This question was not well understood and proved to be a good discriminator. Most 

gained the method mark for showing the calculation 60 000 × 0.75 or for the digits 45 

but did not know the conversion rate of mg to g. Generally anything but 1000 was 

seen. Weaker candidates made the mistake of dividing by 0.75. This is clearly a topic 

that needs more understanding and practice. 

Quest ion 1 2  

In part (a), many candidates used incorrect signs when attempting to collect the x ’s 

on one side and the numbers on the other, 3x and −1 were common. This was a 

standard question and candidates at this level should be performing much better; this 

is a topic in algebra that needs more practice.  

Part (b) was very well done by the majority. The most common route was to expand 

the brackets. Some of those that divided by 4 first made errors. 
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Quest ion 1 3  

Too many responses used a compound interest method on scheme A to work with 

4%, and answers for comparison of £2704 and £2698.80 were very common. Too 

many tried ‘step’ methods to work out the percentages – 10%, 1%, 3%, etc. – which 

led to inaccuracies. Some used the 4% in part (b) instead of 3.9%. Many of these 

problems could have been avoided with careful reading of the question. 

Quest ion 1 4  

Although many candidates spotted that by adding the equations the y ’s would be 

eliminated, they then went on to make careless arithmetic errors. Many multiplied the 

equations by 7 and 3 respectively, so that they could eliminate the x ’s by subtraction 

but often made errors with negative signs.  

Quest ion 1 5  

All parts were well attempted. In part (c), the only common error was to fail to show 

the power 3 as negative. 

Quest ion 1 6  

Many candidates established the correct area of a circle with 78.5… seen. Some 

responses did not go on to use 1000 correctly to calculate the height. 

Quest ion 1 7  

Candidates who did not initially multiply out the brackets correctly ran into problems 

soon after. Many errors resulted from poor rearrangement and 2y − 3 was frequently 

seen.  

Quest ion 1 8  

Many candidates worked out the x distance and the y distance from A to C, giving the 

answer (9, 18), failing to recognise that they needed to add these values to A (2, 3) 

to get the coordinates of C. Many were not able to work on their own initiative to 

solve this question. 

Quest ion 1 9  

This question was poorly done except by the most able candidates. The vast majority 

only managed to gain the first method mark for Pythagoras and generally AC = 5. 

Very few recognised the need to use trigonometry and many attempted to use the 

cosine formula badly. Of those who did use trigonometry, the sine rule was seen most 

commonly. 

Quest ion 2 0  

Many candidates used the formula, usually gaining the first mark for substitution, but 

many of these were unable to handle the negative signs. Stronger candidates who did 

factorise generally got full marks. Too many used trial and improvement, usually 

getting no marks since they were unable to establish the solutions.  
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Quest ion 2 1  

This topic was clearly not well understood or prepared for. The vast majority of 

candidates gained one mark for 1180.5, but many showed no knowledge of bounds. 

Very few understood that they needed to substitute 6.15 in the volume formula before 

dividing. Some realised that they needed the upper bound for mass divided by the 

lower bound for volume and this was rewarded if 1180.5 or 6.15 was seen. Only the 

most able candidates gained full marks. 

Quest ion 2 2  

Very few attempts were made at this question. Sometimes one mark was awarded for 

identifying two pairs of equal sides. There were attempts to calculate angles DAG and 

EAB but these often incurred incorrect calculations and failed to reach the conclusion 

that they were equal. There was much evidence of misconceptions and misjudgement 

such as stating that two of the triangles were isosceles or incorrectly pairing sides. 

Quest ion 2 3  

Part (a) was answered correctly by many candidates. In contrast part (b) was rarely 

attempted. Working was often unlabelled and difficult to follow so it was virtually 

impossible to follow the candidates’ routes to solving the problem. Many established a 

first step of correctly identifying QB as 2a +2b − c but then did not know what step to 

take next. 
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Sum m ary 

Based on their performance on the paper, candidates should note the following points: 

● ensure a calculator is brought to this calculator paper 

● ensure easier questions are practised as well as harder ones 

● practise quality of written communication (QWC) questions, remembering to give a 

statement with the answer 

● show all working out whenever possible 

● remember that rearranging algebra is an essential skill, especially when solving 

equations. 
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Grade boundaries 

Grade boundaries for this, and all other papers, can be found on the website on this 

link: 

http://www.edexcel.com/iwantto/Pages/grade-boundaries.aspx 
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